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We describe an experiment to compare the effectiveness of Boolean retrieval and
weighted retrieval on a commercial data collection that contains millions of
documents. The experiment was carried out via a front-end connected to an
operational conventional host-oriented IR environment. In contrast to previous
experiments where weighted retrieval had to be simulated on the host, our host
was equipped with a built-in weighted retrieval algorithm. The results of the
experiment clearly show that weighted retrieval performs significantly better
than Boolean retrieval. On the other hand, no difference in the performance
between manually weighted queries and automatically weighted queries could be
detected.

1. Introduction
The area of Information Retrieval (IR) is gaining importance in many contexts. The number of
searches carried out in commercially available IR systems has increased dramatically in recent
years. In addition, the amount of information stored in commercial databases is increasing
steadily. Despite the novel IR methods that have been developed in the past, the old-fashioned
Boolean query languages are still predominantly used in commercial systems. There have been
numerous attempts to improve Boolean searching. Extended Boolean logic, automatic Boolean
query construction, and soft evaluation of Boolean queries yield some improvements. Likewise, the ranking of the output of Boolean queries has been shown to be of some value [Fox
88].
However, the main problem of Boolean searching is not its performance. For many users the
main obstacle is being able to use Boolean logic effectively in order to formulate queries in the
way a commercial retrieval system requires. Even trained users are unable to conduct effective
Boolean searches at times [Mea 81]. Casual users are often lost when they have to connect
terms with the operators AND and OR. Also, there is an intuitive way of trying to improve the
result of a query by including additional search terms [Qiu 93]. In a Boolean environment, this
approach is very often counter-productive.

Weighted retrieval, on the other hand, has the advantage that it can easily be understood by a casual user. In addition, the result of a weighted query usually improves when the number of
search terms in the query grows [Qiu 93, Rob 86]. Moreover, it seems a definite advantage for
many users to get a sorted list as output as opposed to just a set of items in an arbitrary order.
This is why we decided to build ISIR [Qiu 92] as a front-end to a commercially available system.
ISIR uses the commercial database service Data-Star of RadioSuisse to which it connects automatically via Internet. It allows the user to issue queries in the form of either a Boolean expression or weighted search terms. In addition, the user may obtain assistance in finding appropriate search terms by using a thesaurus browser that is integrated in the system. This thesaurus browser supports various thesauri, such as ERIC, INSPEC, and MeSH.
In order to compare the effectiveness of Boolean retrieval and weighted retrieval, we ran an experiment with the students enrolled in an Information Retrieval course.

2. Boolean vs. Weighted Retrieval
Boolean and weighted retrieval are usually considered to be opposites [Fox 88, Fre 91c, Qiu
92, Rad 82, Rad 88, Wal 79]. Many experiments have been carried out in the past in order to
compare Boolean and weighted retrieval. Most of them were laboratory tests carried out on
relatively small test collections [Kee 92, Rad 82, Won 89] unlike the Cirt experiment [Rob 90]
that is particularly relevant to what we describe in this paper.
First of all, Cirt is a front-end system connected to an operational IR host with real users,
queries, databases, hosts, networks, etc. The system used for the research described in this
paper was designed similarly and even the same host was used, namely Data-Star. Secondly,
the results reported from the Cirt experiment were not really enthusiastic. This is in sharp contrast to our experiment that showed a significant improvement in weighted retrieval over
Boolean retrieval. Although the authors claim in [Rob 90] that 'Weighted retrieval is capable of
achieving results comparable to those obtained with Boolean searching,' the attentive reader
notices that the authors actually expected quite a bit more.
The main reason for the mediocre success of Cirt was the inability of the host to execute
weighted queries. Rather, weighted queries had to be converted into sequences of Boolean
queries that were sent to the host and evaluated as if they were issued by a normal Data-Star
user. We experienced the same disappointment when we did a similar experiment a year earlier. It seems to be difficult to simulate weighted queries in a Boolean environment especially
when some of the basic data like term frequency is not available.
In addition, it is well-known that one of the strengths of weighted retrieval is caused by the
usually large number of search terms employed. When using Cirt, the users used only a few
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search terms because of the time it took to process queries. Therefore, the actual potential of
the weighted technique could never really surface.
We profited from the fact that a real weighted retrieval algorithm has been built directly into the
Data-Star system in the meantime. This algorithm accepts a weighted query q represented by a
vector q = (a1, a2, ..., am). Each document dj in the database is thought to be represented by a
vector dj = (b1j, b2j, ..., bmj ). Here, the ai 's and bij's imply the weight of the index terms (ti s) in
the query q and in the document dj , respectively. The value m signifies the number of terms in
the database. The retrieval function used by the weighted retrieval algorithm is the scalar vector
product:
m

RSV(q, dj) =

∑ ai . bij

i=1

Note that the documents stored in the Data-Star databases are indexed conventionally. Hence,
an index term is either assigned to a document or not. In other words, the term weights are
either 1 or 0. For the purpose of weighted retrieval, weights are automatically assigned to the
document terms. The weighted retrieval algorithm implemented in Data-Star supports two
weighting schemes in addition to the original "weights":
bij

1
= 
0

2.

bij

=

tf(ti, dj)

3.

bij

=

tf(ti, dj)
1 + tf(ti, dj)

1.

if the term ti is present in the document dj
otherwise

where, tf(ti, dj) is the term frequency of the term ti in the document dj.
Note that the weighting scheme 1 represents the original 'Boolean weighting' expressing the
presence or absence of the term ti in the document dj.

3. The Experiment
The objective of the experiment was to compare the effectiveness of Boolean retrieval, manually weighted retrieval, and automatically weighted retrieval on a very large commercial document collection. The Data-Star INSPEC database – a major source of international information
in physics, electrical and electronic engineering, computer and control theory, and related information technology – was chosen as our data collection. There were roughly 4.3 million
documents in the INSPEC database at the time when the experiment was performed. This is
in sharp contrast to most IR experiments that are performed on standard test collections of only
a few thousand documents.
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In our experiment, sample documents were handed out to the test subjects, computer science
undergraduate students enrolled in an information retrieval course. The task was to find more
such documents - similar to the sample documents - by using the IR system ISIR [Qiu 92]
briefly described in section 1. In addition, the two retrieval techniques, Boolean and weighted,
had to be used. In other words, every test subject formulated a Boolean query and a weighted
query with the aim of capturing the content of the sample document in question. Subsequently,
the two queries were evaluated by ISIR. With ISIR it is possible to assign the inverse document frequency as a weight for the search terms of the query. Therefore, every information
need was expressed by the three different queries:
- a Boolean query,
- a manually weighted query,
- an automatically weighted query.
These three queries were run "simultaneously" against the INSPEC collection. Each query retrieved the same number r of documents, where r was equal to or less than the size of the answer set produced by the Boolean query. The answer set delivered by ISIR contained a mixture of documents retrieved by either the Boolean query or the weighted queries, or by all. The
test subject was asked to judge the documents in the answer set by marking them with grades
that indicated the degree of relevance with respect to the query. The retrieval methods were
then evaluated by means of the usefulness measure [Fre 91a] and the precision values. (Note,
that it is impossible to determine the recall values in such an environment.) Let us first
describe the different retrieval methods employed.
The test subjects composed Boolean expressions of search terms (or term stems followed by a
dollar sign $) by combining them with the operators "and", "or", "not", "xor", "same" (same
paragraph), "with" (same sentence) and "adj"(adjacent in an order) as well as by including
parentheses where appropriate. ISIR returned the usual retrieval status values for Boolean retrieval, namely:
1
RSVb(q, dj) = 
0

if dj satisfies the Boolean query q

(1)

otherwise

The retrieval function used with the weighted retrieval was the scalar vector product described
in section 2.
RSVw(q, dj) =

∑ ai . bij

ti ∈ q

A test subject formulated a weighted query by indicating an arbitrary number of search terms ti .
In addition, the test subject specified how well each of the terms ti described the information
need by assigning a weight wu(ti ). The value of wu(ti ) was between 0 and 100 and was used as
query weight ai :
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ai = wu(ti )
None of the weighting schemes provided by Data-Star (see section 2) were used as document
weights. Instead, we used the well-known 'term frequency-inverse document frequency'
combination [Fre 91c]:
tf(ti, dj)
. idf(ti)
bij =
1 + tf(ti, dj)
where:
tf(ti, dj) is the term frequency of ti in dj,
N
idf(ti) = log(
df(ti) ) is the inverse document frequency of ti, N is the number of documents in the database, df(ti) is the number of documents containing ti.
The query weighted automatically was derived by using the inverse document frequency of ti
to approximate the query weight of ti instead of the weight assigned manually. Therefore, the
following retrieval functions were used for the weighted retrieval:
- manually weighted retrieval:
RSVmw(q, dj) =

∑

ti ∈ q

tf(ti, dj)
. idf(ti)
wu(ti ) . 1 + tf(t
i, dj)
(2)

- automatically weighted retrieval:
RSVaw(q, dj ) =

∑

ti ∈ q

tf(ti, dj)
. idf(ti)
idf(ti ) . 1 + tf(t
i, dj)
(3)
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Let us look at the experiment in more detail:
BEGIN
REPEAT
give next sample document q to a test subject;
REPEAT
the test subject formulates/modifies a Boolean query qb;
submit qb to Data-Star and get the size of the answer set Dds(qb);
UNTIL the size is acceptable AND the test subject is satisfied with the query qb;
the test subject formulates a weighted query qmw;
generate an automatically weighted query qaw;
system asks for r the number of desired documents per retrieval method;
(*
r is equal to or less than the size of the answer set Dds(qb) *)
get r documents from Dds(qb) and add them into Rb(D,q,r);
assign the retrieval status value 1 to these r documents in Rb(D,q,r);
get the top r ranked documents with respect to the weighted query qmw;
and add them into Rmw(D,q,r);
assign the retrieval status values RSVmw(q, dj) to these r documents in Rmw(D,q,r);
get the top r ranked documents with respect to the weighted query qaw;
and add them into Raw(D,q,r);
assign the retrieval status values RSVaw(q, dj) to these r documents in Raw(D,q,r);
R(D,q,r) := Rb(D,q,r) ∪ Rmw(D,q,r) ∪ Raw(D,q,r);
for those documents not retrieved by method M, calculate the retrieval status values
with respect to method M;
(*
M is Boolean, manually weighted, or automatically weighted
*)
generate a random order of documents in R(D,q,r);
deliver the documents of R(D,q,r) to the test subject and get the relevance information;
UNTIL all queries are evaluated;
END.
After the test subject obtained the desired documents from the system, he or she had to assess
the documents of the answer set by marking the documents with the grades (6, 5, 4, 3, 2, or
1)*. The grades indicate the degree of relevance of each document d with respect to the query
q. The higher the grade, the more relevant the document. The scale for the marking is:

* These grades were chosen because the students who served as test subjects are graded with a similar
scale and are hence familiar with this scheme. Any other grading scheme, such as A, B, C , ... could have
been employed instead.
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Meaning

Grade

extremely relevant

6

relevant

5

marginally relevant

4

marginally irrelevant

3

irrelevant

2

not relevant at all

1

4. Results of the Experiment
4.1 Number of Retrieved Documents
Some typical Boolean queries, manually weighted queries, and automatically weighted queries
formulated by the test subjects are listed in the Appendix. Although the test subjects were not
search professionals, it is apparent that in general the Boolean queries were formulated carefully. The reason is that our computer science students have a solid mathematical background.
As already mentioned, three retrieval methods were used and each method retrieved the same
number of documents. The number of documents retrieved by one method is 185 as shown in
Table 4-1. Therefore, the total number of documents retrieved by any of the three methods
should be at most 3 times 185. Yet, the total number of the retrieved documents is 363, which
is only 1.96 times 185. This result indicates that some documents retrieved by one method
were also retrieved by some of the other methods. However, the number of documents retrieved by all the three methods is 34, which is only 9.37% of the total number of the retrieved
documents.
Number of queries

30

Number of retrieved documents
Number of documents retrieved by one
method
Number of documents retrieved by all the
three methods
Average number of retrieved documents
per query
Average r (average number of documents
retrieved by one method per query)

363
185
34
12.10
6.17

Table 4-1: Statistical data
Fig. 4-1 shows the distribution of documents retrieved by the three methods. It can be seen
easily that few documents retrieved by the Boolean retrieval method were retrieved by any of
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the weighted retrieval methods and many documents retrieved by one weighted retrieval
method were also retrieved by the other weighted retrieval method.

Manually weighted retrieval
30

Boolean retrieval
10

111

34

138

3
37
Automatically weighted retrieval

Fig 4-1: Number of documents retrieved by the three methods
Fig 4-2 shows how many relevant documents were retrieved by the three methods. A document is counted as relevant when the test subject assigned a relevance grade of 4, 5, or 6. The
distribution of the documents is similar to the one shown in Fig 4-1. In particular, the set of
relevant documents retrieved by the Boolean method is nearly disjoint with the sets from the
weighted retrieval methods. On the other hand, the two weighted retrieval methods retrieved
many common relevant documents.

Manually weighted retrieval
14

Boolean retrieval
6
22

54

78

1
22
Automatically weighted retrieval

Fig 4-2: Number of relevant documents retrieved by the three methods
4.2 Precision
As mentioned before, the test subjects had to assess the documents in the answer set R(D,q,r)
by marking the documents with grades (6, 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1). Documents marked with a grade
of 6, 5, or 4 are regarded as relevant, and the others are regarded as non-relevant. With this
data, the precision of a query can be calculated. This was done for all the queries and all the
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three different retrieval methods. The average precision values for the three retrieval methods
are shown in Table 4-2.
Boolean
retrieval

Method
Average precision

Manually weighted Automatically
retrieval
weighted retrieval

0.46

Improvement over
Boolean

0.67

0.69

+ 45.65 %

+ 50.0 %

Table 4-2: Average precision values
Table 4-2 shows that the precision values in our experiment were higher for the weighted retrieval methods than for the Boolean retrieval method. It is to be noted that the difference of
2.99% between the two weighted retrieval schemes is very small.
The above precision values were obtained when grade 4 was considered the first grade indicating a relevant document. However, this dividing line between relevant and non-relevant is just
a matter of definition. The line could be varied so as to obtain different precision values. We
define the improvement in the average precision of method B w.r.t. method A as:
average precision of method B - average precision of method A
* 100 %
average precision of method A

and compare the Boolean retrieval with the weighted retrieval as a function of the first grade
(threshold) that determines a relevant document. The improvement of the manually weighted
retrieval w.r.t. the Boolean retrieval (Manu. Weighted vs. Boolean) and the improvement of the
automatically weighted retrieval w.r.t. the Boolean retrieval (Auto. Weighted vs. Boolean) for
different threshold values are shown in Fig. 4-3.

Improvement (%)

150

Manu. Weighted vs. Boolean
Auto. Weighted vs. Boolean

100

50

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Threshold

Fig. 4-3: Improvement of weighted retrieval w.r.t. Boolean retrieval
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If the threshold value is set to 1, all retrieved documents are regarded as relevant documents,
and the weighted retrieval and the Boolean retrieval are equally effective. When the threshold
value increases, the improvement generally increases with the exception of the manually
weighted retrieval method when the threshold value is set to 6. The curves shown in Fig. 4-3
indicate a surprising result: The higher the required quality of the retrieved documents, the
more effective the weighted retrieval methods versus the Boolean retrieval.
4.3 Usefulness Measure
In order to evaluate the three retrieval methods using the usefulness measure [Fre 91a, Fre
91b], we first need to derive the relative relevance assessments from the test subjects' relevance information. As mentioned before, the grades Grade(d,q) indicate the degree of relevance of each document d with respect to the query q. Hence, the preferences πp derived from
relevance information are:
πp = {dj <qk di | Grade(dj ,qk) < Grade(di ,qk)}
In the same way, we can derive the preferences πb determined by the Boolean retrieval method,
the πmw determined by the manually weighted retrieval method, and the πaw determined by the
automatically weighted retrieval method. With the preferences πp, πb, πmw, and πaw the three
methods can be evaluated using the usefulness measure. The results are shown in Table 4-3,
Table 4-4 and Table 4-5.
u(b,mw)
u*(b,mw)
Pk

0.662
0.109
0.001

Table 4-3: Usefulness of manually weighted w.r.t. Boolean
u(b,aw)
u*(b,aw)
Pk

0.779
0.158
0.000

Table 4-4: Usefulness of automatically weighted w.r.t. Boolean
u(mw,aw)
u*(mw,aw)
Pk

0.240
0.017
0.147

Table 4-5: Usefulness of automatically weighted w.r.t. manually weighted
Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 indicate clearly that the weighted retrieval methods perform consistently better than the Boolean retrieval method. The corresponding error probability values Pk
are very small indicating that these usefulness values are reliable. Table 4-5 indicates that the
manually weighted retrieval and the automatically weighted retrieval are equally effective. The
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rather small usefulness values u(mw,aw) and u*(mw,aw) and the large error probability Pk
shown in Table 4-5 indicate that no difference in the retrieval effectiveness between the two
weighted retrieval methods can be detected for the experiment performed. In other words, the
automatically weighted retrieval performs slightly better than the manually weighted retrieval,
but not very consistently. A reason might be that the test subjects did not assign weights in a
consistent way.
The usefulness values shown above are obtained by using multilevel relevance information.
That is, the preferences used for calculating the usefulness are derived from the six level relevance information of the test subjects. Since a Boolean retrieval system divides the document
collection into two sets for a query, the set of retrieved documents (answer set) and the set of
not retrieved documents, it is argued that it might be inappropriate to evaluate Boolean retrieval
by using multilevel relevance information. In what follows, we investigate which method performs better than the other when binary relevance information is used. In other words, only
the preferences between the relevant documents and the non-relevant documents are taken into
account. Documents with a grade not less than the threshold value are considered relevant,
others are regarded as non-relevant. Hence, we can have the preferences πp' derived from the
binary relevance information as follows:
πp' = {dj <qk di | di is relevant to qk and dj is non-relevant to qk}
The usefulness values for the preferences πp', πb, πmw, and πaw with the threshold value set to
4 are shown in Table 4-6 and Table 4-7.

u(b,mw)
u*(b,mw)
Pk

0.633
0.123
0.003

Table 4-6: Usefulness of manually weighted w.r.t. Boolean
by using binary relevance information

u(b,aw)
u*(b,aw)
Pk

0.819
0.217
0.000

Table 4-7: Usefulness of automatically weighted w.r.t. Boolean
by using binary relevance information
The results shown in Table 4-6 and Table 4-7 are consistent to the ones shown in Table 4-3 and
Table 4-4 where multilevel relevance information is used. The usefulness values shown here
are even larger than the ones in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. They indicate that the weighted retrieval methods, especially the automatically weighted retrieval method, are yet more effective
than the Boolean retrieval method when the binary relevance information is used.
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5. Conclusion
The experiment we describe was carried out via a front-end to a commercially available system
and used INSPEC with 4.3 million of documents. The results show that the effectiveness of
weighted retrieval is significantly higher than that of Boolean retrieval in this specific test environment. In addition, the experiment favored the Boolean retrieval because a limited iterative
search (see section 3) was possible in contrast to the weighted retrieval. The test environment
also favored the Boolean retrieval insofar as the test subjects were computer science students
with a broad mathematical background; indeed, they issued rather sophisticated Boolean
queries. Despite all this, the weighted retrieval came out better. The main results of the experiment are summarized:

. The weighted retrieval methods are more effective than the Boolean retrieval method
when measured by both usefulness and precision.

. The better the quality of the retrieved documents need be, the more superior the
weighted retrieval methods perform over the Boolean retrieval method.

. The manually weighted retrieval and the automatically weighted retrieval are equally effective.

. Only a few (relevant) documents retrieved by the Boolean retrieval were also retrieved
by any one of the weighted retrieval methods, but many (relevant) documents retrieved
by one weighted retrieval method were also retrieved by the other weighted retrieval
method.
A follow-up experiment with real information retrieval intermediaries is under way. These
search specialists are used to searching in the Data-Star chemical databases. In addition, they
will formulate real queries for real users rather than test queries. Such queries are usually very
complex. We hope to be able to show that weighted retrieval is just as effective as Boolean retrieval even when the Boolean queries are composed by search specialists. Considering the
ease of use of the weighted retrieval, this would probably mean that many end users could use
commercial IR systems without the assistance of search specialists.
However, the overlap between the answer sets produced by the Boolean method and those
produced by the weighted methods is not very large. Therefore, a sensible combination of
Boolean and weighted retrieval [Pai 84, Rad 82, Wal 79] may be the solution for many real IR
problems.
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Appendix. Query Texts
Some typical Boolean queries, manually weighted queries and automatically weighted queries
formulated by the test subjects are shown in the following table.
Boolean query : information adj retrieval and logic and
semantics
Manually weighted query:
{( INFORMATION ,
20 ),
( RETRIEVAL ,
20 ),
( LOGIC ,
30 ),
( SEMANTICS ,
30 ) }
Automatically weighted query:
{( INFORMATION ,
2.466788 ),
( RETRIEVAL ,
4.842672 ),
( LOGIC ,
3.920782 ),
( SEMANTICS ,
5.792548 ) }

Boolean query : ((replicated adj database) or (distributed adj
database)) and serialization
Manually weighted query:
{( REPLICATED ,
70 ),
( DATABASE ,
90 ),
( DISTRIBUTED ,
80 ),
( SERIALIZATION, 100 ) }
Automatically weighted query:
{( REPLICATED ,
7.583377 ),
( DATABASE ,
4.081138 ),
( DISTRIBUTED ,
3.785400 ),
( SERIALIZATION, 9.895773 ) }

Boolean query : (image adj compression) and (real adj time) and
(compression adj algorithm$)
Manually weighted query:
{( IMAGE ,
80 ),
( COMPRESSION ,
80 ),
( REAL ,
70 ),
( TIME ,
70 ),
( ALGORITHM$ ,
20 ) }
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Automatically weighted query:
{( IMAGE ,
3.441395 ),
( COMPRESSION ,
4.858546 ),
( REAL ,
3.481345 ),
( TIME ,
1.911407 ),
( ALGORITHM$ ,
2.844967 ) }

Table A: Query texts
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